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Methodology

On June 16, 2022, court reporting blog “stenonymous.com” advertised a June-July 2022 page
rate survey, using its Facebook account. Sample was self-selecting. Contractual agreements
provided REC access to the data.

Respondents were asked:

1. To identify as a court reporting provider to consumers, a court reporting provider to agencies,
a lawyer or law office staff, or a member of the public.
2. To identify their state as California, Illinois, Texas, New York, or “other.”
3. To select a category that reflected their average page rate.
4. To select a category that reflected their average full-day appearance fee.
5. To answer whether they receive real-time regularly.
6. To select a category that reflected how much higher their real-time bill was.

Note: This survey opted not to break down rates into “original” and “copy” rates to avoid
consumer confusion.
Note: Respondents were also asked for any additional comments to clarify their answers.
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The survey was open and ran until July 31, 2022. There were 271 total respondents.

According to the Court Reporting Industry Outlook 2013-2014 by Ducker Worldwide, Page 6,

California, Illinois, Texas, and New York represent nearly half of all court reporters. Over 82% of

respondents indicated being from those states, with just over 16% of respondents indicating

being from an “other” state.

The results were then aggregated by location to provide a snapshot of each court reporting

market.

Due to the smaller sample size, results are not predictive, but still provide a window into court

reporter page rate billing trends.

Notably, in much of the country, the “average page rate” encompasses an “original and one

copy” or “O+1.” New York is an outlier, where, depending upon the court reporting service, the

average rate is reflected by the “original and two copies” or “O+2” price. Where O+1 is standard,

a second copy sold is substantial income, with at least one respondent noting a copy rate of

$3.50 per page. Succinctly, the true total average cost of court reporting services may be the

“average” rates reflected herein plus an additional copy. This is often in addition to an

“appearance fee” or lump sum added for services.

https://www.ncra.org/docs/default-source/uploadedfiles/education/schools/2013-14_ncra_-industry_outlook-(ducker)8ef018c4b8ea486e9f8638864df79109.pdf?sfvrsn=c7a531e2_0
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California

California Respondent Breakdown:

There were a total of 70 California respondents. Roughly half reported being providers and

roughly half reported being consumers.
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California Average Page Rate:

Over 66% of respondents reported an average page rate of more than $3.50 per page.
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California Average Full-Day Appearance

Over 35% of respondents reported paying more than $100 for a full-day appearance in
California.
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Receive or Provide Real-time Regularly In California?

A solid majority of respondents report receiving or providing real-time services regularly.
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How Much Higher Is California’s Realtime Bill?

Over half of respondents report paying less than 50% more for real-time.
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Illinois

Illinois Respondent Breakdown:

There were a total of 58 Illinois respondents. Over 65% of respondents were providers.
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Illinois Average Page Rate

Over 80% of respondents reported page rates $3.00 or higher.
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Illinois Average Full-Day Appearance

Over 45% of respondents report paying more than $51 for a full-day appearance.
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Receive or Provide Real-time Regularly in Illinois?

A majority of respondents report receiving or providing real-time services regularly.
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How Much Higher Is Illinois’ Real-time Bill?

A majority of respondents report realtime bills less than 50% higher.
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Texas

Texas Respondent Breakdown:

There were a total of 22 Texas respondents. Over 59% of respondents were providers.
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Texas Average Page Rate

Over 88% of respondents reported page rates of $3.00 or higher.
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Texas Average Full-Day Appearance

Over 71% of respondents report less than $50 for a full-day appearance, with the understanding
that there were far fewer Texas respondents than California and New York, and therefore the
sample is less likely to be representative of the entire state than other samples.
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Receive or Provide Real-time Regularly in Texas?

The majority of respondents reported not regularly receiving or providing real-time.
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How Much Higher Is Texas’ Real-time Bill?

Over 81% of respondents report paying less than 50% more for real-time.
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New York

New York Respondent Breakdown:

There were a total of 77 New York respondents. 65% of respondents were providers.
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New York Average Page Rate

52% of respondents report average page rates higher than $4.01 per page.
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New York Full-Day Appearance

50.7% of respondents report a full-day appearance of $51 or higher.
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Receive or Provide Real-time Regularly in New York?

A solid majority of respondents report providing or receiving real-time regularly.
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How Much Higher Is New York’s Realtime Bill?

The majority of respondents report realtime bills being less than a 50% increase.
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Others

Other Respondent Breakdown

There were a total of 44 “Other” respondents. Over 71% of respondents were providers.
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Other Average Page Rate

Only 11.6% of respondents report an average page rate lower than $3.51.
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Other Full-Day Appearance

Over 40% of respondents report a full-day appearance fee greater than $100.
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Receive or Provide Real time Regularly? (Other)

A solid majority of respondents report providing or receiving real-time regularly.
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How Much Higher Is A Realtime Bill? (Other)

52.3% of respondents report that realtime bills are less than a 50% increase.
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Conclusions & Notes

The spectrum of court reporting rates/billing practices is wide and capturing all of its intricacies

and idiosyncrasies in a single report is challenging, if not impossible.

The majority of respondents were providers. This is likely due to the fact that the survey was

conducted by Stenonymous.com, and most of its content is meant for court reporters.

Several respondents in the sample identified themselves as lawyers or law office staff. Having

consumer answers blended into the overall results, at the very least, gives a more accurate view

of what people believe they are paying.

Very few respondents identified themselves as members of the public. This catch-all category

having so few respondents indicates that the bulk of consumers are likely lawyers.

It is unknown how the results might have differed if insurers were to answer directly. Much

litigation is funded through insurance, and providers may carry contracts with insurers directly in

some states.

The majority of respondents across all categories reported $3.00 to $5.00 average page rate.

Assuming a $1.00 copy, the total true average cost of court reporting services would be between

$4.00 and $6.00 per page. Assuming a $2.00 copy, the total true average cost of court reporting

services would be between $5.00 and $7.00. Assuming a $3.00 copy, the total true average cost

of court reporting services would be between $6.00 and $8.00. Copy charges as high as $4.90

to $11.50 have been recorded, therefore, the true cost of court reporting services can be much

higher than these averages depending on the service.

Appearance fees have a wide spectrum, but the majority report full-day appearance fees were

reported to be over $50.

Most respondents report providing or receiving real-time regularly. Given that, according to

National Court Reporters Association statistics, only about 8% of court reporters are certified

realtime reporters (CRRs) as of the publishing of this report, this points to two likely scenarios.

Either the majority of respondents were certified realtime reporters despite being less than 10%

https://stenonymous.com/2021/10/31/u-s-legal-support-charged-the-equivalent-of-4-90-on-a-copy-sale-in-ca/
https://stenonymous.com/2021/11/19/naegeli-charged-11-50-per-page-on-a-copy-sale/
https://www.ncra.org/home/about-ncra/NCRA-Statistics
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of the overall field, or the majority of real-time activity is performed by court reporters without the

CRR.

The average real-time bill is less than a 50% increase in the total bill. Assuming a true total

average rate of $5.00 to $7.00, a true average realtime rate range would be $5.05 to $10.50 per

page.

Some respondents were “not sure” of whether realtime was provided regularly, and some

respondents were not sure whether the bill was higher. In the “Other” category, it was almost ⅕

of respondents. This may point to a need for client education around realtime.

Further surveying and research around certifications versus services provided may help

nonprofit organizations ascertain what kinds of education and training reporters need versus

what they’re actually getting.

What constitutes a page remains a nebulous topic when it comes to court reporter billing. This

report only assumes that the page is between 1,100 and 1,200 characters, allowing for a

comparison to per-character pricing.


